Monetary Fund’s (IMF 2021) latest growth estimates show GDP
increasing by 6.5 percent in 2021 and lowering the 2022 rate to
4.6 percent. Another growth forecast, from the Bank of Greece
(BoG), shows GDP expanding by 7.2 percent in 2021, growing
by 5 percent in 2022, and decreasing to 3.9 percent in 2023
(Reuters 2021). The main sources of the budget deficit improvements are from increased revenues emanating from the strongerthan-originally-anticipated economic growth. The government
growth projections assume increases in investments and significant contribution from the Next Generation EU (NGEU) funds,
especially in 2022–23. The projected growth rates from 2020 and
on are expected to contribute to the improvement in the country’s public-debt-to-GDP ratio. Nevertheless, Greece will still be
left with the highest level of public debt, in both absolute numbers and debt-to-GDP ratio, among eurozone member states.

This carries a serious risk, since servicing it will put pressure on the government budget after the ECB’s tapering, discontinuation of mass purchases of government bonds, and
subsequent interest rate increases. The Greek problem will
remain on the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) and
Eurogroup’s radar despite the possible revision of Maastricht
rules. Discussions related to the rules reform by ESM economists still consider controlling debt-to-GDP ratios by establishing a ceiling of 60 percent, 80 percent, or 100 percent. In all
cases Greece will not comply for some time to come, increasing
the odds for renewed austerity and new budget cuts.
The stronger growth components of GDP in the second
and third quarters of 2021 were the result of reversing the negative levels of private consumption, exports of goods and services, and investment and instead showing rather large increases
as compared to the corresponding quarterly numbers in 2020,
while government expenditures, which fell in 2021Q1, increased
at an annual rate of 5 percent in the second and third quarters of
2021. Figure 1 documents the changes in the components of GDP
over the corresponding quarterly levels in 2020, while Figure 2
shows the components of exports and imports in goods and
services.
Exports of goods picked up in 2021, going above their preCOVID
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recovery, so that the recovery in exports of travel-related services was still insufficient to restore the prepandemic situation.
The strong recovery in exports implied, however, an even
stronger increase in imports. On the one hand, Greece has
increased its specialization in refining oil: exports of oil were
about 6.6 percent of exports of goods in 2002 (the first year for
which BoP monthly data are published) and were almost 26
percent in 2021, as well as being between 60 to 70 percent of oil
imports. The recovery in exports of oil in 2021 went along with
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On the other hand,
ure 1 Components
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Changesinover
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billion)
investment also relies on imported goods, as tourism-related
activities do, and therefore the overall recovery in exports was
largely offset by an even larger increase in imports.
In November 2021 (the latest statistic available), the cumulated trade deficit for the year was €10.1 billion, slightly worse
than the €9.9 billion deficit in the same time span for 2020. In
the same 11-month period, the current account balance was
slightly better in 2021 compared to 2020, but still at a deficit of
almost €9 billion. The increase in 2021 in current and capital
transfers
to the Q4
Greek government
fromQ3foreign institutions
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q1
Q2
helped
2020reduce the overall deficit. 2021
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Goodsthe net lending position of the government,
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an
increase
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of the private sector. In symbols, the increase in financial assets of
ce: ElStat
the private sector, net of the increase in liabilities (net acquisition
of financial assets, or NAFA), must be equal to the deficit of the
government sector (DG) plus the current account balance (CAB):
ure 2 Components of Trade at Constant Prices
billion)
NAFA = DG + CAB

The three flows are represented in Figure 3. A negative NAFA
means that the private sector is either running down its stock of
financial assets or increasing its stock of debt. In both cases, the
process is likely to generate financial instability and a crisis.
Notice that the NAFA became negative around 2005 and
remained there until the Great Recession of 2009, a period of
increasing private and public sector borrowing associated with a
deterioration
in the
balance.
The severe reces’09 ’10 ’11
’12 ’13 ’14
’15 current
’16 ’17account
’18 ’19
’20 ’21
sion that started in 2009 and intensified beginning in 2011 helped
Exports of Goods
Imports of Goods
reduce the current account deficit and bring the NAFA back to
Imports of Services
Exports of Services
positive territory. The austerity policy aimed at reducing governce: ElStat
ment debt brought the NAFA back to negative territory, and only
the collapse of demand due to the pandemic—together with the
increase in government deficit—restored a positive NAFA in
2021, even in the face of an increase in the current account deficit.
The effects on the current account deficit are witnessed from the
recent BoG report showing, on an annual basis, the widening of
the current account deficit in December 2021 by €1,067 million.
This analysis suggests that, in the near future, policies
aimed at balancing the external account should be implemented,
or else when the effects of the NGEU funds disappear and the
government has to cut its deficit and pay back the borrowed part
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of the NGEU, the private sector will again be put under severe
financial stress, implying stagnation or another round of
Figure 4 Components of Private Demand (€ million)
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In Figure 4 we break down the components of private sec20
tor demand. Household consumption had a major fall during
15
2020 and has not yet recovered its 2019 level. By contrast, invest10
ment does not seem to have suffered from the lockdowns of the
last5 two years. In particular, investment in dwellings—which
was0 the largest component of investment before the Great
-5
Recession,
and had fallen dramatically—seems to be increasing
in-10the final part of 2021. The number of permits in October
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Investment in dwellings could have also been stimulated by
Source:
ElStat in the market price of dwellings, which in 2021Q3
the increase
was up by 8.3 percent over the same quarter of 2020, and both are
possibly associated with the increase in foreign direct investment

Figure 5 Components of Government Debt
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that has now slowed down to about 30,000 people per year (from
above 70,000 in 2012). Finally, the number of individuals outside
the labor force rose by 11,900, reaching a total of 3.2 million.
The Economic Sentiment Indicator, according to Eurostat,
was 114 percent in February 2022, down from a record high of
114.2 percent in the previous month, but still showing a higher
confidence in increased economic activity.
According to ElStat data, retail sales advanced 15 percent year
over year in November 2021, with growth that turned positive
since April, after months of decline. Sales have been rising sharply:
by 83 percent for clothing and footwear, 52 percent for furniture
and household appliances, and 47 percent for books, stationery,
and other goods. Sales, however, fell for grocery stores by -4.5
percent and in the more general food sector by -3.9 percent.
Projections for 2021–23
Fiscal Policy
Government collective consumption at constant prices has
increased from its trough in 2019Q3, going back to its average
value for the 2014–17 period. We will assume it will remain stable
in the projection period. Government individual consumption
has increased more rapidly in the second and third quarters of
2021. Again, we will assume it will increase at a more moderate
pace of 1 percent in our projection period.
Government investment has been more volatile, and
increased somewhat in 2020 as well as in the first half of 2021,
and even more in the third quarter. We project it will remain at
its higher 2021Q3 level, with an additional boost from NGEU
funds starting in 2022Q1.
Expenditure on social benefits increased in the first half of
2021, but only because of the increase in the share of retired
people. Real average expenditure, divided by the population
over 65, has remained stable, and we project it will remain so in
the projection period.
Current net transfers from the government to the private
sector remained relatively stable in 2020 and the first three quarters of 2021, and we project they will remain stable. By contrast,
net capital transfers to the private sector increased substantially
in 2020Q4, and were higher in the first half of 2021 relative to
the previous year. Government total “grants and capital transfers” were about €9 billion in 2020, compared to €2.8 billion in
2019, and already reached €3.2 billion in the first half of 2021.
We therefore project they will remain above average in 2021Q4
and revert back to more “normal” values from 2022 onwards.

Government support to the private sector during the pandemic has therefore mainly operated through taxation and
subsidies.
The average ex post indirect tax rate decreased in 2020 to a
low of 15.6 percent, from 17.9 percent in 2019Q2. It has increased
modestly to 16.2 percent in 2021Q3, and we project it will slowly
be brought back to its 2019 level starting in 2022.
Government subsidies were around 1 percent of GDP in
2019, increased to more than 4 percent by the end of 2020, and
have remained high in the first three quarters of 2021. We
assume they will slowly return to prepandemic levels. Subsidies
received from abroad also increased in 2020, by 0.3 percent of
GDP, and were already back to prepandemic levels in 2021Q3,
so that we will project them to remain stable in our projection
period.
The average ex post direct tax rate was momentarily low in
2020Q3, but was brought almost back to its prepandemic level.
We assume it will complete its recovery to the 2019 level starting
in 2022.
The ex post average rate of social contributions collapsed at
the height of the pandemic in 2020Q2, but was already back to
its average value in the next quarter and has remained relatively
stable. We therefore project this ex post rate to remain stable in
our projection period.
Current transfers from abroad to the government are
expected to follow the same 2019–21 trend in the projection
period. This implies that the government will receive about €6.5
billion in 2021 and the following years, compared to €4.9 billion
in 2019 and €6 billion in 2020.
Interest Rates
We expect interest rates to remain at the current historically low
level: the ex post implicit interest rate on government debt with
foreign institutions is around 1.5 percent, while that with domestic institutions is around 2.5 percent.
Stock Market
The Athens stock market price index has recovered in the last
year, going back to its prepandemic (2019Q4) level. This index
(1980=100) collapsed from a peak of 5,189 in 2007 to a low of
525 in 2012, and has fluctuated between 500 and 900 in the last
five years. We therefore expect that it will remain relatively stable in the coming quarters.
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Housing Market
3 Sectoral Balances
(four-quarter moving average)
The price of housing, as measured by the index price of dwellings published by the BoG, has consolidated its upward trend in
the last year. The index (1997=100) peaked at 261 in 2008 and
collapsed in 2009, reaching a low of about 150 in 2017. It has
recovered since that year, reaching 187 in 2021Q3.
The increase in the price of dwellings does not seem to have
had any effect on investment in dwellings, as published by ElStat,
which has remained essentially flat in the last few years.
The increase in prices reported by the BoG must therefore
2006
2008
2010
2012
2014
2016
2018
2020
be the consequence of an increase in demand for existing dwellvernment Current
Deficit
ings,
which is not followed by increased construction activity of
vate Sector Current
Balance
the same magnitude.
rrent Account Balance
For 2022, we assume that the price of housing will keep
Stat
increasing at a more moderate annual rate of 2 percent, and that
in 2023 it will grow in line with the general price level.
Inflation and Foreign Prices
Import prices increased dramatically during 2021 because of
4 Components
ofchain
Private
Demand and
(€ million)
supply
disruptions
an increase in transportation costs
due to the
pandemic. The deflator for imports of goods was 20
Consumption
10
percent higher in 2021Q3, compared to the same quarter
of the
previous year. The deflator for imports of services increased by
8
a smaller 4 percent over the same period. The increase in prices
6
of imported goods has not translated yet into a sizeable
increase
in domestic prices: the consumer price index (CPI) for 2021Q3
4
was only 1.8 percent higher than in the same quarter of the previous year, and the deflator for consumption increased
only by
2
0.5 percent over the same period. However, the monthly CPI
shows
an increase
of 4.4’16
percent
in 2021Q4
on an 0annual’06basis ’08
’06
’08
’10
’12
’14
’18
’20
and a further increase in January 2022. We will therefore assume
in OtherinBuildings
aInvestment
similar increase
the deflator for consumption, but will optimistically assume that the increase in international6and domestic prices will die out in 2022Q1 and return to the previous
5
average in the second quarter.
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Foreign Sector
3
The share of government debt held abroad started to decline in
2
2018Q4.
As is now well-known, after the Great Recession foreign
1
markets
lost
in the sustainability
of the Greek’06
public ’08
’10
’12 confidence
’14
’16
’18
’20
debt, and foreign financial institutions abandoned Greek government securities, which fell from 57 percent of total government liabilities in 2010 to 5 percent in 2012 (Figure 5). During
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the same period, Greece had to accept the Troika’s “rescue plan,”
which translated into an increase in foreign long-term loans
from 5 percent of total liabilities in 2010 to 67 percent in 2012.
In 2018 this
trend started to revert slowly, with the share of
Investment
in Dwellings
debt held by Greek financial institutions slowly increasing. We
will assume that this new trend will continue over our projection period.
Tourism
The number of tourists dropped dramatically with the COVID19 pandemic in 2020, from 34 million in 2019 to only 7.4 million
in 2020. The number has not increased in the first half of 2021,
compared
to the same
period
in’18
the previous
year, but more than
’10
’12
’14
’16
’20
doubled in 2021Q3 compared to the same quarter in 2020. Our
Investment
modelOther
projects
that exports of services will continue to recover.
Results for the NGEU Baseline Scenario
At the time of writing, the first tranche of NGEU disbursement
was announced, calling for €3.56 billion, which naturally does
not show up in the data for 2021, and we can therefore assume
it will not be spent. On this basis, in our baseline scenario we
assume that only a fraction of the NGEU disbursement for 2022
(€5.3 billion) and 2023 (€5.2 billion) will translate into an increase
in ’10
government
investment.
we assume a pro’12
’14
’16 More
’18 specifically,
’20
gressive increase in government spending, such that in 2022 it
will be €1.7 billion higher than in 2021, and €2.3 billion higher
in 2023 over 2022.
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Results are reported in Table 1, which shows that the high
GDP growth rate in 2022 will also be conditional on a strong
recovery in tourism. Our assumption of a less optimistic scenario for deployment of NGEU funds is based on the delays
observed in projects being approved for reimbursement and in
turn having an impact on the economy’s output. As we will
show below, the government’s more optimistic scenario minimizes the delays in the reimbursement of funds. We question,
however, their confidence in getting the EU’s processing approvals to become more efficient.
Optimistic Alternative Scenario
We turn next to a more optimistic view of the Greek institutions’
ability to translate NGEU funds into timely expenditure, assuming a boost of €3.5 billion in 2022 and €7 billion in 2023. No
other assumptions are changed from those in the baseline. The
real GDP growth rate is higher than in the baseline scenario, but
the trade balance deteriorates, as additional government investment implies an increase in imports. The execution of most of
these planned projects requires material and other intermediate
goods that are not domestically produced and rely on imports,
usually with no delays. Given the observed supply chain disruptions, timely importation is uncertain, adding to the duration of
project completion, which, in turn, can cause a feedback that
affects output.

Table 1 Greece: Key Indicators under Alternative Scenarios
2020

2021

2022

2023

Baseline
Real GDP (growth rate)

-8.8

8.8

5.8

2.6

Gov. total surplus (% of GDP)
Gov. primary surplus (% of GDP)
Current account (% of GDP)
External balance (% of GDP)

-9.9
-6.9
-8.9
-5.2

-8.0
-5.3
-9.0
-5.5

-2.3
0.7
-4.9
-0.7

2.1
5.1
-2.6
2.6

Scenario 1: Optimistic
Real GDP (growth rate)
Gov. total surplus (% of GDP)
Gov. primary surplus (% of GDP)
Current account (% of GDP)
External balance (% of GDP)

-8.8
-9.9
-6.9
-8.9
-5.2

8.8
-8.0
-5.3
-9.0
-5.5

7.0
-1.9
1.0
-4.0
0.1

4.7
3.2
6.1
-0.4
4.6

Inflation Scenario
We finally consider the question of what would happen if international prices keep rising in 2022, and possibly accelerate on
account of the tense situation around the Russian and Ukrainian
conflict that could push energy prices upward. In this third
alternative scenario we assume domestic inflation to remain at
around 6 percent in 2022 and decline to 2 percent in 2023, with
import prices rising half a percentage point more than domestic
inflation. We assume, furthermore, that interest rates will increase
as expected, following the inflation rate, from 2022Q2 to the
end of the year, but will gradually fall in 2023.
Under these assumptions, and reverting to the baseline
assumptions for the use of NGEU funds, our model exercise
does not reveal a dramatic impact on the GDP growth rate, but,
as expected, shows a substantial increase in the government deficit due to increased net interest payments, which may undermine the expansionary policy Greece badly needs.

Conclusions
In this report we analyze how Greece started to recover from the
shock of the pandemic and the prospects of continuing and sustaining its recovery. We noted the most important role is played
by expansive fiscal policy in allowing households to weather the
pandemic-caused crisis and maintain their consumption expenditures in addition to an increase in public investment, a strategy all EU member states followed. Greece showed a significant
growth rate in the first three quarters of 2021 as compared to
negative growth in 2020 and we have every reason to expect that
all of 2021, when the results are officially reported, will show a
GDP growth rate above 8 percent. The accommodative monetary policy promoted by the ECB provided an extra stimulus to
governments (including Greece) by enabling them to borrow at
unprecedented low interest rates to realize their expenditure
plans. The newly established pandemic NGEU funds, if implemented and expensed in a timely manner, especially in Greece,
would give a real boost to its economy.
As is customary with our Strategic Analysis reports, we
present a few scenarios of the GDP growth path the economy
would follow based on reasonable assumptions. This report
shows three scenarios: a baseline and two alternative ones. Our
baseline scenario, in which we consider the most “realistic” outcome for the two-year period (2022–23), is predicated on reasonable conditions based on what has been experienced in 2021
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and a more plausible utilization of the NGEU’s reimbursable
project funds. The first alternative scenario, a more optimistic
scenario, differs from the baseline in employing a more aggressive NGEU utilization and a higher reimbursable level, and thus
provides a higher level of output growth for this year and the
next. The third scenario builds on the baseline by taking into
consideration a higher inflation rate regime during the projection period and shows a rather small deviation in output growth
from the baseline, but a very significant deterioration of the current account deficit. Moreover, the inflation scenario, should it
come to pass, will increase the burden of servicing the country’s
public and private debt.
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